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Memo to President Jin Barker, Administrative Councfl, and Board of Trustees
From Wo o dland Cemetery Stewardship Committee

Subject Definition of cemetery Rill

:oefEed£;ug:of£2s::°v%;;osif8::£i;#ggcs£#oB:b:;#c°%q;¥ac§;Dman#o¥n,esJtfmwoff±d:S¥=C£#ittsceo%:,
feoftdEadn;OTE:f:E\ttoeneuwfisv:rhs#;efrggdara&c:3t:tgcthh::e=::nflim;#ETgtheeyes'ears'

E¥:i:g¥#%eal:Fe:;oi;vet:r:a£;or8fafe¥:¥£ar:frue:£#:th#£ey:ep:in:goa:at#c:he§odistEec]:gLde£JhL
b¥:iafnapes¥|ngg:suei:ec:nesid=ro=#utE:tt&:r:::e:ef°y=ealwdbeaFfie°:o°#:o?=s%=eterymii
Po'?ss;:etfgj;cees:ta:nd¥oounasaunEosutEffugmitR::Fo¥:Feoias't'si:|fayo,npgvee=#ttoopaadj:cmeen:t:arking

!§joi¥;:Fiit;::i:ppifr§:e¥:!e§:§{i;e;;§g§h:;:;?E:oZ}Eii!]i];¥a;:x;£dfi¥:;!£:i:olii!:i§:i;#EgEhd:st

finalized, is also attached here for information.

wTheeaE=3=efefi#enRE#hidoS"Tc%se.5ssnoofwtF=£t#deREfiehaast"be%n£%a,±*osne#rra,\dpr#s%£Bfiso#toofsg.

!bf:c:af::y;:d3uifebf?gpo,ndoEicFtF3Fga,sggi:o::radste:i:::istfe:::a::ci=w:fn:mh=#:treiid:tfT£¥tiothneto

wonderful stories, particularly Matt Dunbar who is in charge of this Committee function.

ffu§£g:Fg€¥¥:a¥:tah::wj:n:{f+jt¥bo¥#:f:;:E:::ew:::i:eof§;rE:ts£:jt:;:vg;m¥o:f¥e:¥£:¥eaytfifeascstso:f

E,pi:isl:f:CE::c':i:cffa;?ifetj,#:eTm¥;dnBfiisff#;sfjiff:=::si:;;E:=o;¥i:#e:a:ndd:d

Bauknight.

Our current endeavors include removal of the existing chain link fence, fund raising, continuation
of the Cemetery Hill Chronicles, ongoing maintenance, and historical investigations. To master
these objectives we need your help and concurrence.

gpTeE:gaat:dgiakeari:bse¥gie;Y;og:|sg:Lot:fsc:=T::eH=e?Toof:i:s:ee=::¥'e¥e:rkoy:i:S

acceptance of our proposed definition of the Cemetery. It i§ our belief that Cemetery Ifill
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represents all that is good about Clemson. The story that is told there in the lives of the

Eddf#:gt±u?oedEdtEn8:emde:::;eriitha::t:a¥r:£C±ed¥frn6£eudrpc]:c*:t::fsunb°c;hfroTyate

beautiful campus. Thank you.
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APPENDK I-Memo from RIta 8 olt
REMORANDUM
To :

B obby Mccormiek
Matt Dunbar

From:

RIta B olt

Re:

South carolina Laws Governing woodland cemetery

Date:

September 1 , 2002

Ouestion Presented

private¥##EfyEfy*!i:Jte#r=gHT##L=lty,oiirunivE#iy=:£#df##'a
university?
Brief Answer
No state laws directly goveni maintenance of the Woodland Cemetery because it is a

:------`----:--:i::-.,--:--:-:::-i--::----`---i--:,----_---::-:;..:----i--.-i:---i::.:ii-i;:-::-..-:::-:.--;:-:--:.=-

Discussion

.;`,:``,:,r,i:i,;::i,:,,l;,:,;,`::(;`:,`::,`i,i,::``i::i\:.;:,i:i`:':,`::`,;,`i:,,:`:.:i,.:`;.::`,``:;,,i.;.::,i:`:;:,:,,l!`i;`:`:,:i.:.,:i,,::=:``;`:,:,`!.,,:ii,I:.`:`:`::I:ik`si,:,;,.:;:ii,;,:,,;5t::;:,::,=!;t,;:i,.``

£#ng##:£:a:£fuen#oc#E%j#rycg%j#E##£#:=£=£#£the

operation of cemeteries.
Hirfo7iedJ Bc!ckyio2#zd: According to Sonya Gcodman,2 a Clemson Uhiversity employee

i;:i::,:;:::``::`:.::i,::,;,:,:;:,!`!:i:;.:.:`i:.:,,:,::.:,::,,;;-:\i,.:,:i:::i,:i:.;;l:;::,:;;:..:;:.;:::-:;:;;:\:..:::.;,;i::,:.i::i:;i:`.::;::i.l;;;:i:;;::,:;i!,i;:.,!;;-:,i:,,::,;:.:.:ii:;!!:;.,,::ij,.;ii;.;;;,``i;,:ii,:,,:;,:,li,.:,i;.,,:,::.:ii,I;I:h

I The South Carolina Cemetery Association is located in Columtiia, South Carolina and provides information on

the operation ofpublic cemeteries,
2 Phone Interview, September 2002. Sonya Goodman may be reached at goodman@clcmson.cdu or at 864-6565846.
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I---:--::--`-----`:`-::-----:-----`:--::-------:-:--:::--::::-:-`:--`-::`::---`--:::i:-i-:-:::-::--:--:i-----:-::::---:--::-:i::-:--:-:-::-:-=

Fs:Esl;a::fl:¥::s;n;td;:Fg:iii¥Tnsco:?fir:c:i:eved:se:oi:yrc!iF::=hanb;u:s.i¥slslclt*yoeoxdelEie€el=eiea#!s
Doris Taylor of the South Carohiia Comet.Cry Association agreed tbat there are no state

_:i------`-_-::=:::-.-::--:-::--.---.::-_-:::_--`:--:_::-:---:`:::`:-::-:---`:--_:-:-`---::`--:----:-::_::-:

gE:i:e:Tio;:ei:#ipe:ieF;:ie;=ar:eg:¥rt3ttiia!pi:iijo;u:Eu;Ifi:far:i:iEies;te:ig:?:s;eFi;tj|i:giffiiiege:E:ais
Soaodde£:itecg=gtgg.SourcebeinplaceforcuITentandfuturemaintenanceandrestorationof
Co#c/#sz.o#. In summary, as long as Woodland Cemetery is in compliance with the two basic
provisions of §§ 39-55-235 and 39-55-265, the only specific guidelines for the committee are the

:i:;#¥i?!s:h!?sE=ili:%i:omFi;e:a!;ij-oi!cii#?lrf:Es;::eh5:tt;En:s:e::Ea:tc:t:Erse;::ersk;f|t|hbe:eo:rgeo::r:d

3§ 39-55-235: All cemeteries in this State, except family burial grounds, shall display a sign at each entrance,

contaiulng letters not less than six inches in height, stating "Perpetual Care".or "Endowment Care" or 'No
Perpetual Care" or 'No Endowment Care'', depending upon which method of operation the cemetery is using.
Those cemeteries which furnish perpetual care to some portions and Ilo perpetual care to othcrportions shall
display these signs on the appropriate sections of the cemetery to wliich the sign applies. Portions designated
"Perpetual Care" cannot be changed to "No Perpetual Care" once the designation is made.
§ 39-55-265: Any officer, director, orperson occupying a similarstatus licensed to operate a cemetery company
who fails to make required contributions to tl`e care and maintenance t"st fund or any other trust fund required to
t]e estat)lished and maintained by this chapter and any otber person violating any other provision of this chapter
or order or regulation promulgated under the provisions of this chapter is guilty of a misdemeanor afld upon
conviction must be fined not more than five thousand dollars or imprisoned for not more than two years. Each
violation cons titutes a separate offense.
4 Phone Interview, September 2002. Doris Tay]or may tie reached at 803-783-2108.
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APPENDIXIII-Annual Report of Woodland Memorial Cemetery
Committee, 2001
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Initial Assessment and Annual Report
January 30, 2002

=eebam:::dr;dtgd:io¥:ThSeeac:b#0:0:yi:sd::e::¥£a;:sE;b:i::si:st:d¥tchs£C::a#¥ee:£ti¥as#s:!£e;?Fur£%n
first amual report.

:i:C#:EFasndcemeterystewardsftycommitteeconvenedforthefirsttimeonFebruary6,

2001, and in that meeting elected Jin Hendrix as its fiist Chaiman. Following his enrolhaent at
the University of chicago's Business School the following Septeirfuer, Jin expressed a concern

thoaEft%\:[an]C£E°iFncoaninEuastewd°Bu:db8;e#cn6oE#o::£gmgeth:°dsutt]9geoci£Eeatc:ffi¥anfi::I:e
Committee endorsed that nomination at its meeting of september 19, 2001.

fg:,i::u:ar:?a:a;roJis:s;?e%::p:o:godg€:ecfh:e:eE#ur;::;:tifeerl:Lhivceors#reoep::tF£EZ#i#Ei:t=etoFe::is:;tiro?einptreol:::Ee;:nacreesaet=cnhtimis#pFe:=inFA?ruaryandDecember,
Mission Statement

Eein::lioTigaF£:sci:snosia!:g:::r::sy:#:;g#neitfommitteeinordertoheJpitsmerfuers
The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee will consider, recommend, and engage actions
to protect and enhance the integrity, character and traditions Of the Woodland Cemetery and its
environs.

Master Plan
i`::::;`::I:.:.,i::,;;.,:::I,:.,::i;,:i.:;.:,::i`,:;,:i.:,;I;:i.;:,.?::i,.::::-.:";,;,::I:,;,`,:i:i;:i;:`:::i.:::,.;::,;:;.:,::`:.`.:,:,\`pJ:::::::`!:;.::,lil.I:,:`,i:.,,i::,::i;,,`,.,i::i.i`.:,'i:;,i,i:I:`.;:i,;:;::,i:::':.:::,:i,i,I;'::,`i,.:;;:

In addition to the background information provided in the aforementioned document, the
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Initial Assessment and Annual Re ort

Januar

2002

£etE:trefiMinads::ro:iE£:ea:%°ri:°Tmh%ri€eodfit#:e¥[3:£¥fegfifre°satdh;St¥heesELe;??:::t;?syc¥?h::]dyin8

8rgg8,e£#s::%£tsi°:I:fHi:Sh:::r#atL£:gkTfgec¥fiprtt£]#tshsfecah:|Pp°oflfpo°nb:rftEgskyj
Mathay ofDober, Lidsky, Craig, and

£:Foect£¥sMaats!£:Pc}=i%¥:¥gE€eetg:e:nw#]#ar€£°2r8the, 2001.
Boundaries

i;i?ii;;;egii:¥fiiu;i#o;p:;::#:-ij,t!j::e;co:oiFj:riefifiii;£uil:f¥ig=iis:i;|iji3:!:|i!j::::=iott:oe
fbdeol:fe`iseiiet„oT:Esa?:io#dpeeEitfo:.anTia:os¥httte;ii|5de=:ietefot#:VueaynodurTX:r::;nRIrby,
rsaet:i%td¥yt&:hfoBa:d¥dH:sfrTeFesatrecehs'is°:OTS::hceor#Setde:Sis:aafe°rnefohr°eu:S::tpri;esr::toerdttb°a:E€ous.
Within the confines of the Cemetery lands, there are other boundaries that should also be

;;;i;i:;e;;iih¥?#emf:Ig:ci::FEifp;;ihiE::;i¥:!ij::tefa¥i:gag;:pFg:o;sE:i;;lj5d,.e:hc::;
Euefaej:sat]Sc°o::#££:°cf£°eYe;esa;:£ree¥:fiteevethteobb°eunthdear¥=finthseoT#¥t:fa;8:fv:S]9Et:I:dnefutfye
whooping couch or tuberculosis epidemic.5 The Committee would like to ensure that those graves
are properly preserved, acknowledged, and protected from inadvertent intnision.
Wood]ands
Wishing to preserve the very "Woodland" nature that makes the Cemetery a "private" and

:iijini§;¥;::iia:vS::;i¥oi!]:g:#isi;d§:;i;ii;£a:#j:::;:¥;:ij:i§i;i;:§mei§:e#i§:::e€¥¥:dxi§;i::;:ie

employees in the 1950's, and that presently there are no imminent threats to the health of the trees

gaocEiE::t::sg::s?tEeartii:trs;Eoywi#ar;trg:e=ot=:nf::|g£ot¥in¥tbhef|deri;ann=gGe:=sdoig?:eE#ee
#e]]o¥::king;ho¥±ro°fEcneij:r§:fyyF¥:#;t?efs:rE:dc:n#Stt]:SesuweiiiGb£:ea%[Prt;Ye°c:t£Se:Zpfretfbs:s¥d
5 The field stone marked graves outside the Cemetery on the southwest are more a mysterythan a truth. There is
some reason to believe that around 60 walkers died on the plantation around 1860 of whopping cough and thus
the theory, as these graves all appear to be the same age and at one time probably numbered around 60
headstones. The Committee fears this cemetery is going to be lost if not enclosed and marked Soon.
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allocation of resources to ensure that the Woodhnd Cemetery remains wooded for generations to
Come.

Maintenance

:--:::-----:::.--`:---_-:_:--::--::---`-i-:-::--:::.:.:-----`-`i-`-----:--:--:-`--::-:-:::`---,`-`-`----:--:-::--:-.--:-::-:-::-:`:.----:--`--:------`--:----:.--::---:---::i:-:::-:-::--`--:::--

fence surrounding the Calhoun plot. Remaining needs include raplacemeut of the railroad tie wan
on the northeast side of the Cemetery and erosion control of the steep grade in the southwest
comer of the Cemetery.

The Committee also sees a need to upgrade tlie existing roads within and inmediately outside the
fenced area of the Cemetery. The roads are cuITently passable but deteriorating and in need of

En¥:eintraeded#i¥netcfai:Eigfatt::;,Shy8;egveisr,na°dteaqdu¥t:i%:°a:i:hne£;£te'b:uptr*geadp|9tphedy
minor expenses.

There is currently $11,000 of unapent funds allocated to the maintenance of Cemetery Hill in the
Facilities and Maintenance Operations budget. The Committee win help prioritize these funds for
use during Caiqus Sweep in April, 2002.

Historical Research

:ufte:ssi#n!,o|=ts::eTae,:F=icsaLeeleiEi:*o#oehceipm;i:=fep::s:##:Etaargee:tsFEftt,otE:al

Committee firmly believes that jt is inperativeto find an answer to the persistent question of

#;#]eorw°rerp£:rs]tahveefe¥dh#::;ebr¥%:££enmoefethrye¥tesAwC£:a;:ed3rftfgddtE8r:,fo¥¥hgsue

:I:tcit:oEt:fFheeq:::ki:#!:cceatnoet|rac:f:::ipcurkiaLp,li:tt:ioinm,eheet±h:|yd:¥9#so,:thinev%gai:
this issue was inconclusive, but all of her files and artifacts have been placed on reserve in the
Strom Thumond Institute for the Committee's review.

Since the time of Dr. Cowan-Ricks' research, a new technology called ground-penetrating radar
has become a feasible technique for detecting old grave shafts. The Commitee has contacted

:at!#?og:efleEng:rf:iafigET:esa=de:nri:?::u:Es;e:ag?:t:ti:ts:a?:sriE;c#:t:e:=oEiEt:efe-EiDEeirptrR:te
project, and a fomal proposal was sublnitted to his offce in mid-January.
As a corollary to the investigation of potential slave sites, the Committee also understands the
need to consider the long term space allocation issues for the Cemetery, particularly with regard

®
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to the direction and marmer in which any future expansion night occur. The Committee believes

iFj:;Ieciiii:fih;?i¥?hi!fi::jdi;ja!io:n:i!e;;;:::I:i;sijjorfr¥:it;iii::ei£::ijfv;:e:!:c;efF!igei6
0n another front, Liz Newau, Editor in Chief of the Clemson World, has been gracious enough to

::ucfunqufdga:2£t:8:#t]9ce]:Sfroecquuseesstofi:rthaer:g]:dfecao¥:bc:#::s":feg:ne:eo¥£ehrp°#sCo]:S"wfnh:hfas

]9sasTe:di:gieufegdhtat3npeefi*oe;°onf&eemce:emrgt3:JLanTdh:nfrfi:Itjcc]:inpe:?EFtefinc8:£Ptt¥:rw2:r°k],
while the second article in the Fall issue contained a profile ofp. 8. Holtzendorfi; Jr. Both of

#°£:h¥u£%:Stharee\#±:]tue:e2do#2?stts::?moeate:#8s¥#egueieudptco°#:%i::i]eb;nmJfhbenbeEf8fanour
3¥ia.#[g£:Brotherhood,andpublishedthisyearincludeJ.C.Littlejohn,Enochw.Sikes,and

Edeiefloynfeefr£Frsth.ef;e:i::ss::n¥3r::geiil:,seF;sHbfeEa::t:e.¥,ea'g,g3s6t;v#it::vi=£`e¥|
share family histories and anecdotes and to seek more information about the Colnmittee's work.
One family even volunteered to be the adopted caretakers for Francis Lever's gravesite.

As tbe Committee continues to seek and collect this kind of historical information from family
members and local residents, the Committee envisions using that information and other resources
to find a way to tell the Clemson story througb the Woodland Cemetery. This unique and

!i!iii:;i:rs¥i¥niE:e:€:#io:d!¥:T:ii::::ii:piir:a¥o:#i:t!:;hd:::ut|::::::I;i:h;#i!:|jFiwe|thhow

best to honor and remember the contnbutions of those interred at the Woodland Cemetery.

The recent beightened awareness of the Cemetery has also translated into unsolicited
contnbutions to the Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Fund, described in more detafl below.

B£;°::ncafei#,esp;:;i:£#±kaserns°j#£Pmr:dinuc#ansYy¥£:rE:oti;:aeg:admin£#aes?#rfe:ae¥:Sd
indications however that the U.S. Military has a policy for providing replacement markers for

;#:ru=:(daaTpesos¥]%fl:;%nmyymcoarpetftadiTrthine8r#):SE:i#,#::]£::dwtha:!'th=dcsoh££::er=ii¥ed
in May for information leading to the return of the stolen marker stiu stands.

6 Twenty-four 24 of these are held for President's and Trustees and 63 are unassigned
due to possible slave cemetery on west side. The balance are assigned to faculty and staff with at least 10 years of
continuous employment.
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wen as additional proceeds from future fund raising efforts.

The Committee is also excited to have access to your sketch of the Cemetery. The Committee

*ha§¥:t;a;i::hi:tii§S,::r::C:c¥°ais;#;;:tdrg±§r*¥%ek!i;u:sni:t±:r]d#h;F:uS;i::°;h#i;8EmkE:::megfscth:ageffn:Ct:

®

Stud ent Involvem ent

LPsesi::¥:toere±egfi];y:£et%:#::esefudde::iiv:ivteh¥teTt±;Sercrftj:#:h[o°:g#:Fdseud:::::d°tfothe3ts

Eirc°i#eino8ff¥gu#oarfetixpo¥gi-#€::i:Sait#se£::tes:ts:t€tB]eeac##nt:e£3Parist£::eeff°rts
fee#:I;:.too¥s¥tej:eulraerq#:::efatF;oFOEtchoen€:c¥tbt;este#esr:]afieyLare:sngfwTejrgee:oBnr:#:£ot:drafi¥:
the Women's Alumni Council and their "Bring Your Dauchter to Clemson" fest..
Conclusion
In closing, the Committee would like to express its continued gratefulness and excitement for the

goe:Erg,o;oE?;arm::ji:i::::e!;E:¥:E::;tie;f;:fineri3::gsgngie:;;s:::s::egou:?i=ue
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APPENDRA

MINUTES OF MEETINGS
FEBRUARY 6, 2001

E::fix::cd:aEgoc=?oetoer¥as=e¥F?ce:,#ctthe:g#:EethBeoEsdt£#epfesTdee:tofradrkofTrustees

Er;i#;o::?£e::pte;:esalF;da?:r:asid:eyfao:ldoeYTMge;eTmob=r&%:i::raesnE:.o¥ba;tM¥g:ElyknDon

Teco#:e:emfg::n:3:;?End:ii:eff;i:rE::::o;t:t:3:;o?:ifi:,::tepq;=i:eE:=alksetr6wardship
•
•

®

The Hill is a remal.kable set of contours and views
The mstory of the people interred there tens the story ofclemson university

:

E::: fa: :gebc:aa' #|`ig::oonfa##iechee:ic£¥huesari

:

#es::;#efemkes!ic:¥£y3|ggri::pbe#::ffbsTige:i::ot-ts!angifg:::::oper role of the

•

Eruesii:siie:Frneas:£gest#eff:t:g,decision and actions

:

TTi:S ±Soa#i:::u#fl:g::eToa:aark:t:a:icne3twaiapininat defied budget and assign priorities

•

•

This is a long-ten effort and the life-tern appointment of several meinbers is a symbol of
this point

The cemetery is

:

i:¥:oc;i:,eaannanddfrnfyeaEep]ative

0

a "room„

The Committee then entered its initial discussions focusing on what it isulefining itself. Issues of

i:i!i:eg;:::;:ii:i;ij;:;i;:;;s,jjh|t!i:::3::;iff8r:iiii#:i:iiu:!a;:;t:!ag#i;';!E:iEfm;:h:p:1tpeat
We agreed, infomally, that there were three current priorities:
a
History
o
Archeological work
o
Development of a master plan in conjunction with the university Master plan

Ehee#aenas|:::i:iesseigetn¥:tiekecres=:tgee?t:!otE:ig?tnY;S=Eyt,.pHhif;Cralw'wyaoandfL:8n6gm¥en##:fd¥eth
"one visit.„

®
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The Committee then agreed, informally, to discuss the following ideas:

:

•

gr=a:: :niiE3it|oo#t!ot::SBE;he:s#Historiaq to the extent that such a person exists
Buy a tree for woodland cemetery concept as a fund raise

The Committee took the following official actions:

•
•

Jim Hendrix was elected chaiman of the committee
Ask sonya Goodman to be an Ex offcio member and to request that president Barker

make this action possfole

The Colnmittee agreed to meet on Friday, March 2, 2001 at 4:30 PM in Room 222 Sirrine Hall.
With ;no additional matters for the moment, the Committee adjourned.

MARCH 2, 2001

Eai.|¥g:ELana:fiimfiteenrydritecwali:istEg::e¥teoeo=#::#:ose|fa9tEdatc¥rfuR::=t2i292iosffe
present.

Members present included Matt Dunbar, Wil Brasington, Jin Hendrix, Gerald Vander Mey, Tom

#°e°6eoniE?teBe°±Ebfd¥ecdcfoEi*teDt3:t¥:#6::gfabiat£:rat::pot:td:i:h£#fautE;g'tow£:aanbse¥.t.
officio member, and she too was present.

®

The minutes from the February 2, 2001 meeting were examined, amended, and approved.
The Committee discussed and proposed the following mission statement for itself:

:tio:seo;d!gdi|et;t::;die:Es±:::f:sftpe::ty=ht::cYe]ri::Es:ie:t=oi:eocfow=Foedn,dand
The Committee tabled discussioD on the proposed lnission statement until the next meeting.

The Committee then discussed several areas of conceng notably the boundaries of the Cemetery.

kw=:5°rpo:Sdegotrhda:rt£:Sieemme%bs:add:=do2:tat:gaasttgyeawbfiiqu±eodn°Eo¥:,no°nlfthh:¥oE:hbythe

=siTi:i:ooariecE+ogD:geYaflrligg?ont:g,9adcgn¥towf:rd=::rtReoii:grfefi##=a:FFodih;halt
and all in between sunounding the current Cemetery grounds.

Discussion on this proposed definition of the Cemetery was tabled until the next meeting.

:°h:£h¥::;:dnegs£::#£t%uE?:rre°af:en%rn:o¥hde°c]8naseELa;tipohn°to°fgE#¥H°£#ee#Hg:ad]s£#ree:¥ri°ends
;hha#:[Pp+£St::tpq:y¥:i:Sideofthecemeterywereplantedinthel950sbyhand,probablyby

E:gt%##de:`kgr::tdfto°r:£¥L#hc:#o#i£°iE?f:nmca=kpcaotnTritb°u?i:bush.C#±:hifaejsse:i:£Fhee
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
tember 19, 2001

Minutes of Meeting

Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee Fund and is kept by the Clemsofl University
Foundation.

Edeoif::?rna:ido::ipclf:eo:Eieaa£:Tnocue#is:!et%:oe"rig::'c#sidfcco'Eott„6egrfl„gea"dw%z.,e'
£r%grarosohi;Pt:£csotumdee#v°or]5afj:e:£°fun:dwraarssdinisgc:£Seg#rde]iowIfassfgnr:ies::°ta*thTtffeefndssionof
supp orting the University.

§%:c:zi;s:a}icidir£Io;£y:iii#:::e:et:;#a;:P8::°ijt;¥eei:;aescfifoia:[]]#::u;¥js:fc3£few%guu]:d°c¥::me:Eps:?gS
#aoih::noub£;:g::dart:bf:#::nT£5:a:iy&:h]er°±°££r%i§:Ctfheetycte°mdeett£#eiftherewerefunds
The meeting adjourned after we agreed to meet again on Monday, March 26, 2001 at 6:30pm

SEPTEMBER 19, 2001
Conference Call

Members on call: Sonya Goodman, Gerald Van der May, Don MCKale, Bobby Mccomick, Jim
Hendrix.
Jin Hendrix resigned as Chaiman due to his relocation to Chicago to pursue education at another
seminary of leaming. Bobby Mccormick was, somewhat reluctantly, elected Chairman.
Discussion followed on several fronts:

•

Need for including an afoorist and willingness to fund a tree survey. Discussion tabled to
next meeting.

•

Fund raising plan, Jin Hendrix to pursue.

•

Discussed writing letter to president Barker to properly define cemetery grounds.

•

Discussed need for a permanent endowment of $40-$50k. Until fund reaches this level it
will be an expenditure fund.

•

Discussed parking near fi-ont door of cemetery.

•

Wil Brasington will continue his work on plaque development.

Meeting adjourned. Next meeting time to be arranged.

DECEMBER 19, 2001

®
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
tember 19, 2001

Minutes of Meeting

I,ocation: Gentry Hall

Attending: Bobby Mccomiick, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale, Tom Wooten, Sonya Goodman,
Gerald Vander Mey, and Jin Hendrix (via telephone). Guest in attendance; Barry Anderson.
I.

Meeting caued to order at 4:30 pin

3:

a:3tiTsbfres¥inutes approved.
a. Matt Dunbar was recognized for outstanding efforts related to the articles in Clemson

bF£:t:;;I:#:c:£o:;e:;:o;:hid;§j]p;[e;:I::he:£tfua::k:I:€fsnec::##Te#s:;s:h£;::;#:I:odrTttee

:§°i#;?i;n:£:o:;i;fafje!¥:Se:i::a!b}E:¥]:d:S;i:0:¥ji]({ite:i;¥o::h:%gvu:;::e¥ii#;
e.

requested.
Issues relative to the Physical Master Plan were reviewed by Barry Anderson (attached).

:;pgic:;:drii,iii::¥ee;ill:iei!i;r:;;f':7;3;8E::::i::etd;3ed|??;:i;;i;e!rcmEe:iat:::ale::e:::;:e:::nthde
i iE;:a;#Es:|ei|i:=::a:iaigmei!pvlEd:heiofig::gtn:oith#:ieh?lit:eg!::e;[i!|#soE!iif:I;elsa:p:pt:;:;:eied
The Mssion Statement is as fonows:
"The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee will consider, recommend, and

338:geha#da8tj:nest:;Parn°jej::gn|gireoEs¥,Cetheintegrity,character,andtraditionsof
j.

The headstone that was stolen a few months ago is to be replaced by a headstone to be

k!rhivb#du:air?:Te:tafv?I::#tF:v:e;smi:tg:;io!:n?eT3;tEs6bbyMcCo-lckandMatt
I.

NewBusiness? none.

4. Meeting Adjourned at 5:30 pin.
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APPENDIX III-Master plan for Cemetery
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THE WOODLAND CERETERY
PRESERVATION 8c DEVELOPMENT PIAN
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Over the years, Clemson has developed a rich history that has shaped its present
image. The University has an abundance of historic resources that provide a connection to people, places, and events in Clemson's past. "Preservation of the resources is a physical covenant that reinforces the educational covenant stated by
Thomas Green Clemson in his will that Clemson should be `a high seminary for
leaming.'"I Cemetery Hill is one of. many historic resources that contribute to
Clemson's culture and heritage and is essentlal in shaping the University's sense of

place and further the educational mission of the University.
The puapose of the following plan is to oudine a course of action for (1) preservation and restoration of existing cemetery land, and (2) development and expansion
opportunities within the existing land area.

1 Remark by]ames F. Barker, AIA, Dean of the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities
at the Se,minor on Camr>us Preservation and Clemson Historic Resources, Clemson House,
March 31,1995.
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WOODLAND CEMETERY PRESERVATION & DEVELOPMENT PLAN

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
FACTS, GOALS, AND CONCEPTS
In July of 1997, the Cemetery Hill Development and Expansion I'roposal was devel-

oped in an effort to respond to the growing demand for unassigned plots as well as to
point to immediate maintenance and preservation needs. Though the proposal was not
adopted in its entirety, some maintenance and prescrvation issues idcntificd in the plan
have since been addressed.

This most current revision has been published in recognition of the on-going mission to
preserve and protect one of Clemson University's most valuable historic landscapes.
Similar to the previous proposal, this plan presents research and ideas informed partly

by the Plan and Guidelines for Restoration, Rehabilitation, and Maintenance of Historic Resources. The shared intentions of that program and this plan are to "preserve
and protect the landscapes and objects that reflect the architectural and cultural heritage of Clemson University as a part of the living fabric of the campus."

The goal of the Woodland Cemetery Preservation and Development I'lan is to promote
the Woodland Cemetery as a unique historical asset to the Clemson campus. The following is a hst of objectives that the preservation and development plan seeks to accompllsh:

-to preserve the historical integrity and character of the
Woodland Cemetery and its immediate surroundings.
-to prescribe a course of development that allows for
future cemetery expansion while enhancing the historical
significance of the site.

SECTION 1:

PROGRAMSUMMARY
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HISTORY:
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Over the years, Clemson has developed a rich past that has shaped its' present
image. This rich past can be discovered through historic resources that provide a

connection to people, places and events. Clemson University's Woodland Cemetery is significant in this aspect. No other place on campus holds such a unique
link to the people who helped shape the values, culture and tradition we now
enjoy. The following text briefly reports the cemetery's origin and events that
helped to shape its existing character.

An excerpt from a memo to Mr. Melford A. Wilson from Henry H. Hill in December of 1957:

`Tl)e ongin Of Wood/and Cemetery firobably dates bach to ll)e year 1837.

In tl)is )iear it

seems l/]at Andrew PichenS Ca/I)oun anM I)is family resided al tl)e mansion wit/) I)is fall)er,
]ol)n C. Call]oun.

Records inriicale that i/]e first cl]i/d Of Anrirew Pichon§ Col/]ouri, ]obn

Caldwe// Ca/I)own, died Deceml)er 7,1837, arid it i§ be/ieueri ll)at i/)is cl)ill ]uas the first

wl)ite Person buried in i/)e area.

As other members Of i/)e /1ndrew Ca/l]oun family died, i/]ey were buried near lbe c/)ilri'S

grave.
Sometime after tl)e turn of tl)e twentietl) centay, descendants of Afidrew I)ad tl)e
Ca/I)oun graues enclosed ky a large irori fence meaJuring ap|)rox;mutely 70 feet in iujaltl) and
68 feet ill lerigll).

A:Pf)roximateley 100 yardS lo ll)e west Of ll)e Ca/I)own Plot iJ a I)urin/ 8!rounri ref]orledly

estab/islJed for s/dues.

TIJis Prol)al)ly Iuds done dy J.C. Call)Dun 1)rior to 1837.

/1 mmber

of roHg!lJ Stone mcirkers can toriay l]e /ocafed in i/jls area, l]iit lt

SECTloN2:
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is im|)oSJible to determine tl)e number Of 8raues.

In addition fo tl)e S/al/es reportedly buried

l]ere, a number Of conulcts who died iul)ilo wording on the first co/lege bHi/clings are burieM in
ll)iJ area.

The co/lege Board Of Trustees, at a meeting on ]Hly 4 arid 5,1922, received a reqHesl from

President W. M. RIggs lo eslablisb a facu/ty cemetery. This Tequesl was ap|jroueri and Dr.
Rigs: uns asked to submit Plans to eslali/l`fhlng llje cemetery.

Shortly Ofler tl)i§ meelingDr.

Rigs;s died anal ll]e Actingpresideiit, Dean I. 8. Bar/e, sul]mitted to i/]e Tru§fees, on ]Hley
10,1924, ll]e i/ol/owing report iul)-icl) waf Praparel ky llje Cemelay Committee:
"1.

"2.

We recommend ll)af tl)is cemetery I)e named `lwood/and Cemelery'."

We recommenri that i/]e f]riuilegeJ Of tl)is cemetery be extended 1o ll)e faculty and offlcex

Of i/)e co/lege as a last reslingp/ace for tl)emselues and tl)eir immediate fami/ies.

We recom-

merld, furll]er, tl]at tljese I)rlui/eg!es IJe extey}ded lo fami/ies Of former meml]ers of i/Je faow/ty
and col/ege officers iu/)o I)awe dieri in ll)e Seri/ice Of the col/ege, |]rouided ll)e famibes concerried

derire lo remove the remains Of SuclJ fcial/ty members or OfficerS lo ll)is cemetery."

"3.

We recommend that tl]e Board Of TrHslee5 apfioint a committee from the facwdy rulJOJe

duty il Sbal/ be to assigii lots in ll);S cemetery as i/)ey are afifJ/;ed for."

"4.

We recommend that lbe heig/)I Of the monuneritf in tl)e cemetery sl)all I)e limited 1o Six

'Moi/ed dy Mr. Warlnamaker: Tl)at lbe recommendation I)e a|>Proued."

"Moliori adopted."

SECTloN2:
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Dr. Earle states that the name `Woodland" was selected as it was the desire of

the Committee that the cemetery be located and maintained in a wooded area and
that it was not to be like any of those that are placed under perpetual care. Major
S. M. Martin, who was appointed by Dr. Riggs as chairman of the Cemetery Committee, states that he prepared a map of the area and outlined a number of plots
and that this Committee made the assignment of all plots until about 1938. Probably due to the need for additional space, the area was enlarged and Professor H.

E. Glenn in 1938 surveyed the ccmctcry and prepared a map containing 202
plots. This map, with the record of all assignments, was then placed in the Business Manager's office and since that time, the assignments and records have bccn
maintained by this office. In 1954 a Woodland Cemetery Lot Certificate was
prepared, the original copy being kept on file in the Business Manager's office and
the assignee given the duplicate.
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1963 Map of Clemson College Cemetery

A committee was appointed in November 1957, to make a study of the Woodland Cemetery policies and to make recommendations to the Comptroller for its
future operation. As of December 1957,104 plots have been assigned, leaving
98 not assigned. A number of these plots cannot be used because of the contour
of the land.
SECTloN2:
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Hiiioffi`c
Rims,i

FORT HILI.
AFRlc`.i\r`' AMERicAN
BURIAL GROUNI)

Most Recently....
In 1991, a newly appointed archaeology professor,

Carrel Cowcn-hicks, conducted a search for possible
unmarked slave graves on Cemetery Hill which were
said to be established prior to 1837.

The search

lasted for 3 months and was disbanded with no reported findings.

rtl. pro|cet .``ar.lic` /or lh€ llA.I follD8 pl[c.

of lb. .rr.mal]rlp.Ilo. ^rrlc.D ^D.il..n`

Since that time, the number of assigned plots has
continued to increase to 306 with 36 individuals on
a waiting list.

-lio ll`.I .B. `orLed lp botit.i¢

.b lb. c.ihaio /.,0.
{./Ttl A n ..` . ILII. .rtyLl A...ulut.

Sign exhibited durlng 1991 Archaeology
site study

Issue 1:

Sixty-eight (68) Unassigned plots are lo-

cated within the area investigated by Dr. CowcnRIcks. Before any plots are assigned in this area,
final conclusions should be made to ensure potential burial grounds are not desecrated. a`efer to p.
17 Present Cemetery Plot Status)

Issue 2: The University Grounds Department currently maintains the cemetery as labor is available;
but, with an increasing number of new plots, maintenance needs will continue to grow.

Deteriorating foundation at Calhoun
family plot before repair

1997 Cemetery Hill MP Follow-Up
Report

New retaining wall installed in 2000

The 1997 Cemetery Hill Development and
Expansion Proposal identiflcd pre servation
issues of which some has since been addressed. In the fan of 1999, Maintenance,
Repair and Renovation funding was made
available to address erosion problems directly adjacent to the Calhoun family plot.
A new foundation (pictured above) was
constructed for the southeast corner pier
where the previous was subject to collapse.
A granite retention wall was also built to
mitigate steep slopes in the same area. The
enclosed area was also resodded to further
stabilize the area.
SECTloN2:
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In December of 2000, President James F. Barker drafted a memo calling for the
establishment of a commlttec to assist and support in the stewardship of the
Woodland Cemetery. Hence, the Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
was formed.
Since the formation of that committee, other actlons have been taken to address needs within the cemetery. In the spring of 2002, protectlon fencing has
been placed around an area suspected as a pre-emancipated African American
burial site. The distinctly patterned arrangement of field stones stood on end
raise questions of potentlal undocumented burial plots in the area (see diagram
on p.17 and 22).

Circles highlight field stones standing on end in a dehberate pattern oriented
east and west as head and foot stones.

Issue 3:

To date, no further investigation has been conducted to validate the

presence of unmarked burial plots in this area. As time passes, the suspected
"head and foot stone markers" become less detectable. A timely and thorough

investigation of this site remains a standing need.

SECTloN2:
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Imposing views of Memorial Stadium from within the
cemetery
Also, in an effort to maintain the woodland character of the cemetery, limited tree
plantings were carried out in key locations. In the 1997 study, as in this report, the
dominatmg presence of the stadium has been identified as a potential threat to the

quality and mood of the cemetery environment. In response to this, an evergreen
buffer planting has since been established (see p. 17 for additional site analysis

information).

SECTloN2:
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The Analysis:
EXISTING CONDITIONS

Woodland Cemetery is located in a highly visible area directly adjacent to the

Memorial Stadium on the west side of Clemson University. Due to seasonal
campus activities, many visitors, staff, and students use the site. The cemetery's
location is ideal for presenting the unrversity's history while providing quality

outdoor spaces for events and activities. The contlnued development of Woodland Cemetery must be dedicated to preserving the unique character of this
historic resource while providing functional and educational outdoor spaces
for later generations.

SECTION 3:

SITE INVENTORY&ANALYSIS
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Land Use and Spatial Adjacency
The site is composed of approximately 17.3 acres of which approximately 12.6
acres are developable. Existlng assigned plots occupy approximately 3.2 acres of

the developable portlon

of the site. Some areas of the site are suspected to
contain unmasked burial plots. Though the actual extent of these unmarked plots
is undetermined, it is suspected that the total area makes up approximately .6
acres of the site. The cemetery is bounded on the north by the memorial stadium
and northward views through the site are dominated by its presence. Other immediate boundaries include: A - Street along the west side, Williamson Road
along the east side, and C-3 parking area along the south side. The entire site is
currently classified in the Long Range Master Plan as "dedicated open space."

I
II
I
`...._._:

Wnded buffer
Potential unmarked burial
area circa 1864 (further
investigation needed)

Main cemetery

Agsigned plots

Unasslgned plotg

Parking

Special event parking

Exlstjng building

®
NORTH

1111
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50 100

200lt

Existing Land Use Plan
Slope Conditions
Severe slopes inhibit development of many areas on the site. Approximately 4.7

acres is unsuitable for the establlshment of new plots. Erosion occurs frequently
alongWilliamsonRoadcreatingunsafeconditionsforpedestrians.

SECTION 3:
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Circulation and Parking
Vehicular circulation is one-way through the site. Roads are generally poor and in

need of repair. Sidewalks do not currently erist on the site, but consistent pattcms
of pedestrian circulation can be seen by worn paths through open areas on the site.
There are approximately 14 visitor pandng spaces and 26 employee parkmg spaces
at the entrance of the site.

I
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Wcodod buffer
Favorable slopes for new plots
Histon.cally sig nificant areas

(?u*#,r?::orvs?i8ationneedod)
Assigned plots
Unassigned plots

Existing building

Shared vehlcular and
pedestrian clrculation pattern

oo®Oo9 pedestrian circulation pattern

Main entry to cemetery

•..... Marked angel parking
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® .... ® Unmarkod IPTAY lailga`e parking
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Clear soparalion should be
oslablished betwoon come(ery
area and stadium area

Poor Vlews of Parking Lot

1111
a 50 200

200ft

Site Analysis
Issue 4: Roads throughout the site are hazardous to both autos and pedestrians
and should be considered for repaving soon.
Issue 5: Parking on the site is not clearly dehineated and is in very poor condition.
Parking conditions on the site do not meet campus standards of quality for public
parking facilities.

Issue 6: Site lightlng does not currently exist within the cemetery. Considering the

somewhat remote location of the area, site righting should be considered in limited
Campus safety is an ongoing concern. Increasing public awareness of
the cemetery and its history will bring both visitors and unwanted vandalism. Site
lightmg will become an increasing need as safety and site security needs increase.
locations.

SECTloN 3:
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Vegetative Character
Many different elements come together to create the unique atmoshere within
the cemetery. Perhaps the most significant element would be the large stately
trees. A dense canopy seemingly floats above the cemetery with branches arch-

ing up and over large distances. Large trunks and butress roots grow in and
among plots randomly providing a beautiful balance among the regular grid of
monuments. This is the overwelming character that surely inspired the name
`CWoodland Cemetery."

Mixed hardwoods

`.

I

.:`

NORTH

Ill

0 sO loo 20o

Vegetative Diagram: Excerpt from the 2002 Long Range Master Plan

Issue 7: Although the center and main portlon of the cemetery is composed of
hardwoods, most of the site is a Loblolly pine forest. Pine beetle damage has
been reported in the cemetery and the longevity of the pine forest is questionable. The pine forest plays a critical role in providing the separation and seclu-

sion needed to support the mood of the cemetery.

SECTloN 3:
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It is always a challenge to protect large estab-

lished trees when excavating earth near or
within the drip-line. Excavation is necessary

and unavoidable within the context of a cemetery. However, certain measures should be
taken to lessen the impact of excavation
where possible.

Issue 8: A potential threat to the trees within
the main cemetery area comes from the installation of granite coping around individual

Recent coping installation under 36" Red Oak

grave plots. Although coping is considered a
standard practice, the excavation required to
install coping severs both structural and
feeder roots critical to the survival of establlshed trees. The affects of such excavation
may only be detected years after the initial
damage is done.

Issue 9: Although some efforts have been
made to mediate erosion within the main cemetery, some areas remain a concern. Pictured
above is an existing cross-tie retaining wall.
This wall needs to be replaced with a more
structurally sound retention structure that fits
the architectural aesthetic set by the wall built
near the Calhoun family plot.

Site Security
In the Spring of 2001, the headstone of ????

Existing cross-tie retaining wall

became missing. Monuments in the cemetery
are tangible records of Clemson history that
should be highly valued and protected from
theft and vandalism. The headstone has since
been replaced, but, its authenticity will never
be recovered. Unfortunately, this loss raises
concerns regarding site security A chain-link
fence currently exists around the perimeter
of the main cemetery, but, its height and integrity do not provide adequate perimeter
enclosure.

Issue 10: The level of enclosure about the
main cemetery should be addressed to help

deter future thefts and vandalism while providing reasonable accessibility to the general
Headstone replaced after theft

public during the day.
SECTloN 3:
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Cemetery Plot Status as of July, 2002
The illustration above depicts the plot capacity and occupancy status as

of July, 2002. The boundary for potential unmarked burial plots has
never been validated of determined. The area designated above represents the unassigned plots that overlay some of the area investigated in
1991 by Carrel Cowen-Ricks.

Cemetery plot statistics are as follows:

306 Assigned plots
53 Unassigned plots

69 Unassigned plots on potential unmarkcd burial plots

SECTION 3:
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PROPOSED LAND USE & DESIGN ISSUES

Land Use Concepts
The 2002 Long Range Master Plan classifies the cemetery area as open grccn space to be preserved. The

plan below suggests the location of a formal boundary that designates a specific area of land for cemetery use. This area represents approximately 17.3 acres. As development pressures on campus increase,
the cemetery and the wooded buffer surrounding it will become increasingly attractive for building.

The illustration below shows various uses and purposes for the land area within the cemetery grounds.
The land uses proposed build on existing patterns of development within the area. The development
concepts are as follows:
1. to establish a boundary line that strictly defines the cemetery area

2. to identify locations for traditlonal burial plot expansion
3. to identify historically significant areas thz`t need to be investigated and/or protected

4. to identify and maintain a wooded buffer zone around the ccmctcry
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Proposed Land Use Plan
Issue 11: An adopted meets and bounds map for the cemetery has not been completed.
Thus, the area defining the cemetery grounds is left to interpretation. A high priority should

be to develop a meets and bounds map of the cemetery for adoption by Administrative
Council. This measure will help prevent future encroachment of unwonted development
into the area.
SECTION 4:
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Circulation Concepts
Proposed circulation recommends no significant changes to current circulation
patterns. Proposed circulatlon indicated by orange arrows shows additional cir~
culation routes that will be needed as new cemetery plots are established or as

parking improvements are made. This plan proposes improved pedestrian circulation with the addition of new sidewalks along the south and east perimeter of
the cemetery grounds. Shared circulation paths remain predommant within the
interior of the grounds.

Wooded buffer
Area for cemetery plot
oxpanslon
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(futher investigation needed)
Assigned plo`s

Unasslgnd plots

Existing pedestrian/ vehicular
circulation to remain

Proposed pedestri.an/ vehicular
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Proposed Circulation Concept
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Expansion Areas
This plan shows two proposed areas for traditional plot expansion; the north area and the south
area. The north area contains approximately 240 new plots, while the south area contains approximately 260 new plots. Both areas are located on slopes suitable for plot expansion.
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Architectural Enhancements
The Woodland Cemetery is considered a historical asset in that it holds an ability to communicate, in a unique way, a history of Clemson University. Nc> other resource can portray the
Unrversity's past in such a way as the Woodland Cemetery. Future development of the cemetery
should focus on the preserva on of this singular historical record while promoting education and
awareness and assist in telling the story of Clemson's past. To promote the cemetery as a historical asset physical improvements have been proposed that strengthen the identity and purpose of
this place.

Among the improvements diagramed above are:
- Cemetery Entrance Gates
- Granite perimeter/retaining walls (includes removal of chain-llnk fencin®
- Site hightlng
~ Narrative Signage
- Parking Improvements
- Pedestrian Sidewalk Improvements
- Landscape Plantlng Improvements
SECTION 4:
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Summary of Issues and Opportunities:
PROPOSED ACTION ITEMS
The purpose of this plan is to outline a course of action for (1) preservation and

restoration of existing cemetery land, and (2) development and expansion opportunities within the existing land area. This section of the plan summarizes the issues
as discussed in previous sections of this document. Because the issues vary in

degree of importance, this section beedns to categorize issues in terms of priority.
Highest priority issues address preservation needs while lower priority issues call
out routlne maintenance needs.

****x

*
***

Summary of Issues and Proposed Actions:
Highest priority

Lowest priority
Issue 1: Q'reservatlon Need pg.10)

Sixty-eight (68) Unassigned plots are located

within the area investigated by Dr. Cowcn-Ricks. Before any plots are assigned in this

area, final conclusions should be made to ensure potential burial grounds are not
desecrated. (Refer to p. 17 I'resent Cemetery Plot Status)

Action: Consult State Institute of Archeology and Anthropology to conduct Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) investlgation of site. Reach a conclusion about the findings
from the 1991 archaeological study. Conduct further investigation if needed to reach
conclusion. Assistance may bc provided by the state archaeology office. Based on
findings, either assign plots or place monument to unknown burials. (See State Archaeologist Contact Information)
** Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds
Issue 2: praintenance Need pg.11) The University Grounds Department currently
maintains the cemetery as labor is available; but, with an increasing number of new
plots, maintenance needs will continue to grow.
Action: Decide what level of upkeep is required currently and in the future.
Consider the point when a cemetery caretaker will be required to maintain grounds
and oversee cemetery activities.
*** Estimated Value: $30K Annual Funds (FrE + Benefits)

Issue 3:
q'reservation Need pg.12) To date, no further investigation has been
conducted to validate the presence of unmarked burial plots in this area. As time
passes, the suspected "head and foot stone markers" become less detectable. A timely
and thorough investigation of this site remains a standing need.
Action: Consult State Instltute of Archeology and Anthropology to conduct Ground

Penetrating Radar (GPR) investigation of site. If. burials are validated, erect monu-

ment to unknown buried and define perimeter to preserve and protect. Contact state
archaeology office for potential services 2ivailable for state property investigations.
(See State Archaeologist Contact Information)

Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds
SECTION 4:
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Issue 4: (Maintemnce Need pg.18) Roads throughout the site are hazardous to
both autos and pedestrians and should be considered for repaving soon.
Action: Develop cemetery maintenance and enhancement fund for roadway im-

provements.
Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds (Maintenance Endowment)
Issue 5: (Future Dev. pg.18) Parking on the site is not clearly delineated and is
in very poor condition. Parking conditions on the site do not meet campus standards of quality for public parking facilities.
Action: Develop schematic site imprc>vement plan. Consider parking improvements to bc coupled with improvements needed for the intersection of South
Palmetto Boulevard and Williamson Road. Design and construction could be
associated with potentlal development of parking structure to be placed in the
existing Sirrine Hall parking lot. Additional coordination and planning is needed

to evaluate timing and appropriateness.
Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds @udget with parking structure & intersection improvements)
Issue 6:

cemetery.

(Future Dev. pg.18)

Site lightlng does not currently exist within the

Considering the somewhat remote location of the area, site lighting

should be considered in limited locations. Campus safety is an ongoing concern.

Increasing public awareness of the cemetery and its history will bring both visitors and unwanted vandalism. Site lighting will become an increasing need as
safety and site security needs increase.

Action: Develop cemetery maintenance and enhancement fund for site lighting
improvements.
Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds (Athletics potential funding partner)
Issue 7:

(Maintenance/Preservation/Policy Amendment pg.19) Although the

center and main portion of the cemetery is composed of hardwoods, most of the
site is a Loblolly pine forest. Pine beetle damage has been reported in the cemetery and the longevity of the pine forest is questionable. The pine forest plays a
critical role in providing the separation and seclusion needed to support the mood
of the cemetery.
Action: Develop a Woodland Cemetery tree management fund. A tree planting
plan is a supplement to this document. Add proviso to cemetery policy giving full
rights of cemetery mamgement to plant new trees within the main cemetery as
needed to ensure proliferation of woodland character. I'rocedures should be in
place to allow planting of trees within existing plots when necessary.

Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funds
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I§§ue 8: ¢reservation Need/Policy Change pg.19) A potential threat to the
trees within the main cemetery area comes from the installation of granite coping
around individual grave plots. Although coping is considered a standard practice,
the excavation required to install coping severs both structural and feeder roots
critical to the survival of established trees. The affects of such excavation may
only be detected years after the initial damage is done.
Acdon: Recommend and approve change to existing policy forbidding current
and future use of coping within the cemetery.

Estimated Value: Not Applicable
Issue 9: q'reservatlon Need pg.19) Although some efforts have been made to
Pictured above is an existing cross-tle retaining wall. This wall needs to be replaced
with a more structurauy sound retention structure that fits the architectural aesmediate erosion within the main cemctcry, some arez`s remain a concern.

thetlc set by the wall built near the Calhoun family plot.
Action: Facilities to design and build new granite retaining wall as needed to

mediate erosion and provide perimeter security for main cemetery.

Estimated Value: ??? One-Time Funding
Issue 10: The level of enclosure about the main cemetery should be addressed to

help deter future thefts and vandalism while providing reasonable accessibility to

the general pubhc during the day.
Action: Determine a schedule for maintaining accessibility into the park the
balances public accessibhity with site security. Determine how the gate and perimeter fencing is to functlon.

Estimated value: ???
Issue 11:

An adopted meets and bounds map for the cemetery has not been

completed. Thus, the area defining the cemetery grounds is left to interpretation.
A high priority should be to develop a meets and bounds map of the cemetery for

adoption by Admimstrativc Council. This measure will help prevent future encroachment of unwanted development into the area.
Action: Contract Civil/Surveying firm to develop Meets and Bounds map. Present
boundary map to Administrative Council for approval.

Estimated Value: $3K One-Time Funding
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Issue 12:

Preservation Need)

In the Spring of 2001, the headstone of ????

became rmssing. Monuments in the cemetery are tangible records of Clemson
history that should be highly valued and protected from theft and vandalism. The
headstone has since been replaced, but, its authenticity will never be recovered.
Action: Develop scalable photographic inventory of all monuments and markers
for future reference in-case replacement is required.
Estimated Value: Potentlal Special Interest Group I'roject

Contact Information:

jomthon M. Leader, State Archeologist
State Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
1321 Pendleton Street

Columbia, SC 29208-0071
803.777.8170

803.734.0567
803.799 .1963

leader@sc.edu
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REMORANDUM
To:

B obby Mccormick
Matt Dunbar

From:

RIta Bolt

South Carolina Laws Governing Woodland Cemetery
Date:

September 1, 2002

Ouestion Presented

What are the relevant state laws gover+g Clemson University's Woodland
Cemetery, a private cemetery originally set up for the burial of faculty, staff and others
associated with the university?

Brief4msma
No state laws directly govern maintenance of the Woodland Cemetery because it
is a private cemetery. Private cemeteries are merely required to post whether the
property care is funded through a perpetual care or endowment fund, and persons charged

with operating or directing private cemeteries must ensure that there are funds to
maintain the property in adequate condition. As long as these minor requirements are

followed, Clemson University is free to decide the best way to maintain the property.
Discussion
Ge7zeraJ Sfcrfe jzegz/Jcrrz'o7zs'. The S.C. Code §§ 39-55-15 through 39-55-305 set

forth regulations governing public cemeteries in the state. Originally, the South Carolina

Cemetery Board was created to oversee the governance of cemeteries, but it was
dissolved in 1992. There is no longer a specific entity charged with cemetery

governance, but there is a private organization, the South Carolina Cemetery
Association,I that provides information on the jjjeration of cemeteries.
frz.sforz.ccr/ .Bczchgr.o##c7. According to Sonya Goodman,2 a Clemson University

employee in Facilities Management, Woodland Cemetery was created as a place where

facultyandstaffofclemsonuniversitycoLldbeburied.Familymembersofburied
persons were responsible for maintaining the gravesites. The cemetery has not been

registered with the state, and plots have never been sold. The cemetery is not currently

maintained by a perpetual care fund, although a recent fund has been established for
private donors to contribute monies that will be used for cemetery maintenance and
restoration.

j4J?cJ/ysz.s'. The state has set forth general guidelines governing cemeteries, but
(

these regulations apply only to public cemeteries. h fact, most of the S.C. Code
addresses cemeteries run as businesses, where burial plots are sold and consumers are

guaranteed pelpetual care or notified of the absence of such care. The exception is §
39-55-295,entitled"Exemptions,"whichstates.thattheprovisionsofChapter39donot

apply to govemmeutal cemeteries, church cemeteries, or family burial grounds. The
types of cemeteries exempted from the provisions of Chapter 39 must still comply with §
39-55-235, which requires cemeteries to post whether the.property care is funded through

a perpetual care or endowment fund, and § 39-55-265, which requires that persons

charged with operating or directing private cemeteries must ensure that there are funds to

I The South Carolina Cemetery Association is located in Columbia, South Carolina and provides

infomation on the operation of public cemeteries.
2 Phone Interview, September 2002. Sonya Goodman may be reached at goodman@clemson.edu or at
864-656-5846.

maintain the property in adequate condition.3 The Code does not explicitly exempt

private, university-owned cemeteries fi.om conforming to the general guidelines of

Chapter 39, but it seems apparent that Woodland Cemetery would be considered in the
sane category as government, churcb and family-owned cemeteries. Woodland
Cemetery possesses the same significant characteristics of the three types of cemeteries
explicitlyexemptedinthat(1)itsplotsarenots{old,and(2)itisnotmaiutainedasa

for-profit business. Woodland Cemetery, as a private cemetery, is therefore not directly

governed by state laws.
Doris Taylor of the South Carolina Cemetery Association agreed that there are no

state regulations, other than the two basic provisions mentioned above, with which
Clemson will need to comply.4 She did note that there are certain regulations that govern

burials. When persons are buried in any cemetery, private or public, the funeral director

charged with burial must obtain a burial permit .fi.om the Department of Health and

EnvirormentalControl@REC).Theseburialbermit;arekeptonfileatDHECincase
the location of a gravesite needs to be ascertained at a future date. The funeral director

§ 39-55-235: All cemeteries in this State, except family burial grounds, shall display a sign at each
entrance, containing letters not less than six inches in height, stating "Perpetual Care" or "Endowment
Care" or 'INo Pelpefual Care" or ''No Endo`rment Care", depending upon which method of operation the
cemetery is using. Those cemeteries which furnish perpetual care to some portions and no perpetual care to
other portions shall display these signs on the appropriate sections of the cemetery to which the sign

applies. Portions designated "Perpetual Care" cannot be changed to "No Perpetual Care" once the
designation is made.
§ 39-55-265: Any officer, director, or person occupying a similar status licensed to operate a cemetery
company who fails to make required contributions to the.care and lnaintenance tnist fund or any other trust
fund required to be established and maintained by this chapter and any other person violating any other

provision of this chapter or order orregulation promulgated under the provisions of this chapter is guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction must be fined not more than five thousand dollars or inprisoned for
not more than two years. Each violation constitutes a separate offense.
4 Phone Interview, September 2002. Doris Taylor may b.e reached at 803-783-2108.

has a duty to make sure that a burial occurs according to the family's wishes and in the
marmer prescribed by industry standards.
As the Woodland Cemetery Committ.. i._`3ceeds with its goals of making

inprovements to the cemetery, it is important to consider that although there are no state
laws directly governing the maintenance of the cemetery, many of the individuals buried

there no longer have family members and friends in the area who are capable of properly
caring for the gravesites. It is imperative that an adequate funding source be in place for

current and future maintenance and restoration of woodland Cemetery.
Co#c/a/s'z.o#. In sulnmary, as long as Woodland Cemetery is in compliance with
thetwobasicprovisionsof§§39-55-235and39-55-265,theonlyspecificguidelinesfor

the committee are the parameters set by its members after a careful consideration of
practical issues. If there are more specific questions the committee would like answered,
pleasecontactmeatrbolt@law.harvard.eduor517-576-3794.Irealizethatthe

committee's work will be ongoing and am willing to assist with future research.

MEMORANDUM
To:

Angie Leidinger

Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees

From: Sally Mauldin <`tw
Woodland Cemetery Superintendent
OFFICE 0F THE

BOARD 0F TRUSTEES

201

Sikes Hall

Date: December 3, 2015
RE: Status of Woodland Cemetery

Box 345402
Clemson, SC

29634-5402

The goal of this report is to assist in the long-range strategic planning of
Woodland Cemetery as other potential burial options on Clemson University's

P 864-656-5615
F 864-656-4676

campus are evaluated. The policy states that employees must have been in
full time service for at least 20 continuous years to be eligible for a burial

plot. Below is a summary of the current status of the cemetery:

•

There are 596 total plots in Woodland Cemetery. 74.83°/o of the plots
are being utilized at this time.

•

There are 150 unassigned plots, comprised of 125 full burial plots and
25 cremation plots. However, 72 of the unassigned full burial plots
have trees on them that will likely impede the ability to ensure two full
burials in the plot. This leaves only 53 full burial plots that may be

utilized currently. Plots with tree issues may be converted to cremation
plots.

Additionally, Gerald Vander Mey has alerted this office and the Woodland

Cemetery Stewardship Committee of a significant erosion issue in the

northwest corner of the cemetery that prohibits burials and assignments in
that section at this time. Campus Planning is working with an engineering
firm to develop a design to address the erosion problem, although it wHl likely

be a multistep process that will take some time to implement.
®

There are 9 individuals with reservations currently (5 full burial

reservations & 4 cremation reservations). All 9 requests for plots have

been received in 2015.

•

ln each of the last 5 years, an average of 8.8 plots have been
assigned/reserved. Averages indicate that 3.2 are cremation plots and
5.6 are full burial plots each year. AI the current reservation rate,
usable full burial plots will be exhausted in about 9 years. Cremation

plots will be exhausted in about 7 years. The averages, however, are
likely to increase in the coming years due to the "Baby Boomer" effect.

According to Human Resources, there are 757 employees that are currently
eligible for cemetery plots. Many more employees will become eligible in the

comi ng years:

•
•
•
•
•

19years-60employees
18years-76employees
17years-94employees
16years-127employees
15years-93employees

Within the next five years, there is the potential for an additional 450

employees to become eligible for a plot at Woodland Cemetery.

While the Woodland Cemetery Policy clearly states there is "no guarantee of
eligibility, space, or location for interment at Woodland Cemetery," plans

should be made soon to begin surveying and opening other sections of 1:he

cemetery. By Board of Trustees action on October 25, 2002, formal
boundaries of the cemetery are Memorial Stadium on the north of the
cemetery, adjacent parking lots on the west and south, and Stadium Road on
the east (pavement to pavement each way). It is my recommendation that the
University begin planning for at least one additional phase to open in the near

future to avoid reservation delays as the "Baby Boomers" reach retirement

age.
There is a significant amount of interest among employees in burial at

Woodland Cemetery. Many feel a close bond to the University and are

overjoyed at the prospect of never having to leave. It is a wonderful and

unique benefit offered by the University, and the employees seem to
appreciate it.
Please let me know if there are any questions.

